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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to propose a suggestion for the ignition stability for rapid thrust

generation with less erosion rate. Ignition characteristics with various preset discharge current have

been parametrically studied with different mass flow rate of N2+2H2 propellant and electrode

configurations. The obtained ignition characteristics have been categorized into three modes

referring to the time-history of the discharge voltage and the plume appearance: Unstable Mode,
Transition Mode and Stable Mode. It has been found that the duration time of each mode was

strongly related to the preset current-level, mass flow rate and electrode configurations. A

reproducible phenomenon of spontaneous arc extinction has been newly found out in this

extremely low discharge current operation. The total duration time until the spontaneous arc

extinction is explained by the existence of the minimum discharge-sustaining.

I. Introduction

A direct current arcjet offers higher specific Haag, T. W. et al. described that the voltage
impulse values than resistojets and the chemical fluctuation at the startup can be reduced or eliminated by

bipropellant thrusters. Research and development work using high mass flow rate. 11 Yoshikawa, T. et al.
on arcjet thrusters since 1960's were faded out by the showed that a great deal of electrode mass loss occurred
late 1960's because of the lack of suitable missions with during a transient time to high voltage operation and

such power level from 20 to 50 kW. 1 In the middle of that a quick rise of the plenum pressure brought about

1980's more practical requirements for space use and the smaller residence time of low voltage operation. 12

development of space technology revived the research of The erosion rate is a key parameter in

dc arcjet, which focused on arcjets at low input power2- determining the reliability of an arcjet thruster. The

5 as well as medium power ranging from 15 to 30 erosion rate has to be reduced to extend the arcjet

kW.6 ,7 Especially, the low power arcjet is recognized lifetime ithout spoiling the rapid thrust generation
available for north-south stationkeeping of after the arc ignition. The issue involves such problems
geosynchronous communication satellites, orbit transfer that the arc plasma flowfield and dynamical
and attitude control. Recently, the development work of characteristics of the electrical power supply interact in a
the arcjets has reached a final stage in a sense, and some complex manner. As for the start-up erosion caused by
life testing experiments as an arcjet system which excessively high current density forced on the electrodes,
includes the power control unit an a gas generator etc. it can be partly relaxed by reducing preset current level
includes the power control unit and a gas generator etc. o m dh fo g h i p A n b
have been conducted. 8'9  of main discharge following the igniter pulse. A number
have been conducted. of conditions are to be taken into account in

But basic experimental/analytical researches on determining the minimum preset current-level below
discharge phenomena and erosion phenomena etc. are determining the uninimumtable or unstable and the ignition
not less eagerly investigated than the formerly. Partly which the arc is uninitable or unstable and the igtion
because further improvement on thrust performance ( rapidity is spoiled. The systematic investigation on
becausp se further improvement on thrust perf) is one tare ignition characteristics of a low power hydrazine arcjet
Isp>600 sec. under 2 kW input power) is one target was started in order to clarify the conditions regarding
In addition to the higher specific impulse and the higher th optimum current, which does not deteriorate theefficiencythe optimum current, which does not deteriorate the
efficiency, arcjets must maintain the thrust levels ignition reliability, the discharge stability and the rapid
throughout the long-term mission. And also start-up of thrust generation.
development of a reliable starting procedure is critical to This paper describes in the first section the
the application of arcjets, because a typical mission is ignition characteristics with different mass flow rateand
thought to involve several hundreds to several thousands electrode configurations at extremely low discharge
of starting cycles. current (<7 A). And the characteristics and the new

finding of "spontaneous arc extinction phenomenon" are
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Fig. 2 Thrust performance of a low power
Fig. I A schematic view of the low arcjet thruster SAGAMI-I with

power arcjet SAGAMI-I. nitrogen/hydrogen mixtures.

connected in series with anode power line. CurrentII. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
ripple was about 10 % at 10 A operation. Start-up was
accomplished with a separate capacitive circuit using a

Arciet Thruster. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional high voltage pulse igniter to establish a breakdown. The
view of a low power arcjet thruster SAGAMI-I used for high voltage pulses of 1.5 kV were generated from one
this report. Molybdenum is used for the outer body and to ten times per second until ar current was sensed and
boron nitride for the insulators. A pure tungsten anode then the pulses were automatically turned off. In case
is pressed into the tapered outer body. And that enables that the thruster did not start or the arc extinguished
the efficient conduction of heat energy dissipated at an suddenly, the open-voltage was limited to 155 V.
anode to the outer body and finally to propellant by
regenerative cooling effect. The anodes also can be Table 1. Power supply spcifications.
replaced for varying constrictor configurations. The
cathode rod is consist of a two percent thoriated Items range default
tungsten. The cathode with 2.4 mm diameter and a
conical tip of 15° in half cone angle permits its tip HV Voltage (V) < 2,500 1,800
highly heated for the sake of enhancing thermionic HV Interval (sec) 0.1 - 1.0 0.1
emission and inducing high voltage mode discharge.
The cathodes are plugged into a holder and inserted to HV width (i sec) 20
the thruster, after the distance between the cathode tip
and the holder hilt is measured by a pair of vernier Non-loaded Voltage (V) 155
calipers for a given anode/cathode gap setting. Discharge Current (A) <40 5-8
Uncertainty of this gap setting is in the order of its
minimum scale of 0.05 mm. Propellant gas enters into Switching Frequency (kHz) 200
the thruster through a gas supply tube and flows in
slots between the interelectrode insulator and the outer
body. In order to establish swirl vortex around the
cathode, propellant gas is injected through tangential Vacuum Facility and Pronellant Feed All
ports of 1 mm diameter into the plenum chamber. The tests were performed in a vacuum tank 0.8 m in
arc is stabilized at the anode nozzle wall through the diameter and 2.0 m in length. This facility was
constrictor. Thrust performance of SAGAMI-I with evacuated by a mechanical booster pump and a rotary
N2 +2H 2 propellant is shown in Fig. 2: Maximum pump. During arcjet operation, the pumps maintained
specific impulse is 670 sec with mass flow rate of 20 the ambient pressure at approximately 10-1 Torr. In all
mg/s and 600 sec with 30 mg/s at 1.8 kW input testing, a gas mixture simulating decomposed
power. hydrazine, which was composed of 66% hydrogen and
Power Sunlv. The discharge power was 34% nitrogen by mole fraction, was used as the
supplied by a direct current power source with propellant. Mass flow controllers of the thermal
maximum values of 40 A and 155 V. This power conductivity type were used in the propellant flow
source adopted switching regulator, which has such system It had accuracy within ±2% at 30 mg/sec.
merits for space use as its lightweight and high Plenum Pressure The plenum pressure was
efficiency, but also has such demerits as its current also measured after following procedure. It was
ripple and electrical noise for voltage fluctuation of unfavorable to measure plenum pressure by establishing
electric load. Herein ballast resistor of 2.5 Q was a pressure tap because it deteriorates axisymmetry of the
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thruster. So the static pressure was measured on the extinction has occurred within 40 sec. All data were

half-way point of the propellant supply tube in obtained every 20 minutes interval between the each

substitution for the stagnation pressure of plenum datum in order to cool the electrode like the first

chamber. Since the dynamic pressure was negligible ignition. It was found from this figure that the duration

compared with the static pressure due to low mass flow of each mode was strongly related to the preset current-

rates, and pressure drop in the supply tube also level, mass flow rate. The arc can be easily ignited at

negligible. This static pressure would be considered as smaller current level with decreasing mass flow rate.

good approximation to plenum pressure. The duration time of Unstable-mode and Transition-

Erosion Rate Measurement Mass loss of the mode increase with decreasing mass flow ratio. And also

electrode was measured by using the electric balance the arc with smaller mass flow rate is insensitive to the

with minimum scale of 10- 5 g. In this electrode erosion variation of the preset discharge current from a

measurement the duration time of the discharge is so viewpoint of durations of Unstable-mode, Transtion-

important that the discharge current and the duration mode. characteristics
time was controlled by the micro-computer connected to Figure 5 shows the ignition characteristics
the power supply unit. with the varying electrode gap, which is defined as axial

the power supply unitdistance between the cathode tip and the inlet of the

III.Results and Discussion Current, A [ Unstable 0 Transition N Stable

6.5
Ignition Characteristics

The obtained ignition characteristics were
categorized into the following three modes referring to
the time-history of the discharge voltage and the plume 6.0 .........* Gp:0. 2 m m.............
appearance as shown in Fig.3: 1) Unstable-mode, where Gap0.25mm =15mg/s

the discharge voltage is relatively low with violent
oscillation and the thin dark. plume blinks; 2) 5.5
Transition-mode, where the voltage suddenly rises up 5
to 10 V and continue to rise steeply as the progress of 6.5

time and simultaneously the plume ceases blinking and

begins to form a bright core with increasing its size; 3)
Stable-mode, where the voltage is stabilized and the

plume with bright core is fully expanded. 6.0

Gap:0.25mm m=30mg/s

5.5

Unstable-mode Transition-mode Stable-mode 0 10 20 30 40

Time , sec

SFig. 4 Ignition characteristics with varying
mass flow rate.

I constrictor. For the larger anode/cathode gap, the

Unstable-mode does not exist and the duration time of
the Transition-mode is shorter. With the smaller
anode/cathode gap, the Unstable-mode discharge has
occured at the smaller preset-current level than those
with the longer gap. It does not reach to the stable
discharge. Regardless of different appearance of the
Unstable-mode and Transition-mode, the duration time
of the Stable-mode until the spontaneous extinction

Fig. 3 A schematic view of the three does not exhibit significant description for varying
discharge modes at ignition; Time-history of anode/cathode gap.
the discharge voltage and the plume Figure 6 shows the ignition characteristics
appearance. with varying cathode diameters, where those with the

cathode rod of 2.4 mm in diameter are compared with
the rod of 1.5 mm. The diameters of the cathode do not

Ignition characteristics with varying mass flow seem to affect drastically on the characteristics in this
rate is shown in Fig. 4. The preset current at the range of diameter concerned, except that the

ignition is shown in the vertical axis and the duration corresponding characteristics of 1.5 mm diameter shift
time after the ignition is shown in the horizontal axis. from 0.1 to 0.2 ampere upward in comparison with the
Some hatched bars show the phenomenon that the arc case of 2.4 mm.
has been suddenly extinguished without noticed
instability. We refer this phenomenon as the
spontaneous arc extinction. On the other hand extended
bars after 40 second-line show that the arc has been
intentionally extinguished because no spontaneous arc
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Discharge Current A Q Unstable B Transition E Stable discharge current was determined as the current value at8.0 which the arc has been extinguished 1) as soon as the
discharge current has been reduced or 2) soon after the

Sminimum discharge current characteristics were plotted

Sm =0mg/s correlation between the minimum discharge current and
so Gap=0.5mm the plenum pressure is recognized. It becomes more

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 difficult to maintain the arc with heigher plenum
S- .0 pressure. Although the discharge current is easily. ... . . . I decreased with the larger constrictor diameter than the

7.0 ... .... " . ......... ...... smaller, but it does not means that the arc is maintained
S stably but simply means that the arc is not

6.0 ............. extinguished. So the operation at small current with
S.... .m-30mg/s larger constrictor diameter is not proper for the practical

Gap-0.0mm use. The cathode diameter does not affect on the
5.0 i 1 5 2s 3 a o minimum discharge current characteristics in this

Tie , sec comparison experiment

Fig. 5 Ignition characteristics with varying
anode/cathode gap.
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Fig. 6 Ignition characteristics with varying Spontaneous Arc Extinction
cathode diameters. The explanation of the total duration time until

the spontaneous arc extinction is conceptually shown in
Fig. 8. As soon as the arc is ignited between the

Minimum Discharge Current electrodes, electrical energy is converted into thermal
In the critical operation of low discharge energy of propellant by heat transfer by the Joule

current, until the thermal equilibrium, the spontaneous heating. Then the plenum pressure rises up in
arc extinction has been for the first time observed with proportion to the propellant energy. The minimum
reproducibility on the same experimental conditions. discharge current increases with increasing plenum
This phenomenon has beem found even after reaching a pressure, and at the moment when the discharge current
stable discharge. This phenomenon and the duration has been exceeded by the minimum discharge current
time of the ignition characteristics described in the corresponding the plenum pressure at that time, the arc
above sections will be explained by the following has been extinguished.
concept of the minimum discharge-sustaining current It is true that the spontaneous arc extinction at

The minimum discharge current is defined as the ignition phase is explained by the above hypothesis.
the critical current beyond which the arc cannot be But an exceptional phenomenon is observed, when the
maintained and lead to the extinction. In this experiment discharge current has been reduced for the sake of
the minimum discharge current was measured as measuring the minimum discharge current. Higher
following procedures. When the thruster reaches to the discharge current (namely higher input power) means
thermal equilibrium 20 minutes after the ignition, the the higher plenum pressure, and this leads to higher
discharge current is decreased intensionally about 0.1 minimum discharge current. For this reason unless the
ampere per several tens of seconds. The minimum arc is extinguished at the moment when the discharge
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current has been reduce beyond the minimum discharge
current, it is unnatural from the standpoint of the Erosion Rate
forementioned discussion, where the arc has been As the operational condition for erosion
extinguished few second after the current reduction. (cf. measurement for each mode, 1) reproducibility
the section; measurement of the minimum discharge regardless of possible current fluctuation and 2) longer
current). Considering the result that the minimum duration time of each discharge mode are needed For
discharge current depends on not cathode diameter but this reason selected is 6.7 A preset discharge current,
anode configurations as shown in Fig. 7, , the main mass flow rate of 15 mg/s as shown in Fig.10. Erosion
mechanism which determines the minimum discharge rate for Unstable-mode is measured as the erosion rate
current may actually lie in anode spot behavior. If the within 7 seconds after the ignition, and for Transition-
arc spot should move to upstream with some time-lag mode as the difference between the rates for Unstable-
after current reduction, the spontaneous arc extinction mode and the rate within 13 seconds after ignition. And
delays a few seconds after intentional current reduction for the erosion rate for Stable-mode is measured as the
as shown in Fig.9. The anode spot enviromental difference between the average rate during 25 seconds
pressure or plenum pressure need to be measured in
relation to the minimum discharge current Discharge Current . A 0 Unstable B Transition N Stable

8.0

Discharge Region .\\- -

Discharge 6.0 .--- --- ---. --------- "

6.0 -
S0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Time , sec
Minimum Fig. 10 Arcjet operation condition in the
Discharge erosion rate measurement for each discharge
Current

mode.

ignition extinction Time after ignition and the above rate during 13 seconds.
Measured erosion ratios are shown in Table 2.

ig. 8 Explanation of the spontaneous are The magnitudes of erosion ratios at the ignition are

xinction a the nitin cn n t order of 0.1 gg/C and 2 order higher than that in steady
mum discharge currentstate operation. Marked difference of the erosion ratios

Current are not recognized for each discharge mode. This means
C icr r -that the erosion at the ignition can not be reduced

Current simply by controling the ignition characteristics.

Pulsed arciet SAGAMI-II
A low power arcjet SAGAMI-II for the pulsed

operation has been newly fabricated taking account of
Anode Spot the results described above. The schematic view of

S Pressure SAGAMI-II is shown in Fig. 11.The design concept is
quick start and cut-off.A stable high mode discharge has

Extinction Plenum Pressure been achieved within 0.25 sec after the propellant has
been supplied into the plenum pressure as shown in

Time Fig. 12.

Fig.9 Explanation for the spontaneous arc
extinction with intentional current reduction.

Table 2. Erosion rates for each discharge mode

SErosion Time Electricty Erosion-R ateAve.) rosion-Ra e(mode)
Exp. 99 Shots l (C) ... sec .g/C

A +170 +0.62 +0.093 +0.62 +0.093
U ... ....... 39 273 1829 ...................................................

K -150 -0.55 -0.082 -0.55 -0.08

A +20 +0.19 +0.029 -0.31 -0.04
T........... 8 104 697 .--.. .. .

K -70 -0.67 -0.10 -0.82 -0.12
A +30 +0.11 +0.016 +0.019 +0.00

S ........... 11 275 1843 .. '".... .........................
K -180 -. 65 -0.09 -0.63 -0.095

A +220 +0.33 0.036 +0.33 0.036
9A ....... 45 675 6075 ..................

K -290 -0.43 -. 048 -0.43 -0.04
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